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SLEEPING ON THE VERANDAH
Clare A. Bell
My brother and I slept on the verandah.
Narrow beds, grey blankets
faded patchwork quilts
tucked in securely
like our parents’ love.
Sometimes we swapped ends
dark heads touching.
The cat came to snuggle on the bed.
We hid her under the blankets
when we heard mother’s footsteps.
A spider high in a corner
spooled silken threads
made erratic little leaps like a clockwork toy.
By morning tiny parcels struggled in the web.
On dark windy nights
the cooper louvres rattled and sighed
like prying fingernails, bushes scraped the glass.
Dogs barked.
Foxes aired their staccato call.
Father picked up his rifle
inspected the chook-yard, before we heard the gate click.
When the moon was full
the rooster crowed five times
not drawing breath.
Performed encores without a care.
The Milky Way crept through cracks
on the verandah.
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Shooting stars fragile as an eyelash
flashed for a nano-second
left lifetime memories like narrow beds and patchwork quilts.

RAINING BIRDS
Sue Chamoun

It’s amazing what you come across whilst chasing a sunset in the West.
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THE SECOND TO LAST TRAIN HOME
Ruth Wyer
They are on a train to her house. She and her boyfriend. The second to
last train home. They are alone in the vestibule and she is pressed up
against the glass partition between the seats and the doors, and her
boyfriend has opened her shirt and has his hand in her bra. Don't, she
says, stretching the word into two syllables with an inflection on the
first to show she means it and she pushes his hand away and leans
forward, looking up the staircase to check there are no other
passengers in the carriage. But his hand is back. Keeps coming back.
And then he's leaning his mouth down towards her breast and she's
pushing him away but he's stronger and she owes him this doesn't
she? These strange things that boyfriends want? Because it's a forty
minute train ride from his house to hers, at the end of the Southern
Line, and he always waits while she calls her parents from the phone
booth on the platform. And while they wait for someone to pick her up
the return train leaves without him and he must wait thirty minutes
for the last train home. It's almost midnight and twice before he has
fallen asleep and missed his stop and had to sleep on a bench at
Lidcombe station until the trains restarted at 4am. So she must do
these things. Mustn't she? As much as she hates it. The sight of his big
spiky head where only a small downy baby's should ever be. The
tugging. The pulling at the tiny loose threads deep inside her, so that
she must focus on one thing, some small detailed thing, so as not to
completely unravel. And how later, even after her body is returned to
her, she will still feel naked, despite her clothes, and she will cross her
arms over her chest and press them tight against her shirt so as to feel
some type of strength there, in that vulnerable place. Because it feels
wrong. So wrong. And now a man is walking down the stairs from the
upper carriage and it's too late to push her boyfriend off. Perhaps the
man won't notice as they are very still, just her sitting and her
boyfriend bent over sucking. But the man looks at the top of her
boyfriend's head and then looks directly at her.
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And there is a moment where she can choose how this plays out.
How it will play out just between this man and her. Whether she
wilts with the shame of it or takes him head on so she stares back
at him with her best Yeah?What? face. He will look away first and
she will feel some power in that. But the man looks at her
boyfriend's head again and then back at her. Slowly,
deliberately. His eyes drawing the picture for her. Underlining it,
highlighting it, like a teacher, a father, with sadness and with
disappointment. Do you see yourself? Do you see it now? The doors
open and the man gets off the train and they are alone again. She
and her boyfriend. Her boyfriend sucking, and she, sitting, her best
Yeah?What? eyes fixed on the CityRail network map on the wall
opposite. Following the coloured lines as they loop outwards and
upwards, to the City, then the Blue Mountains, where a strong
breeze or a small leap could carry you right off the peak. Out of this
carriage. Out of this body. And scatter you in so many pieces that
you would no longer have weight, or mass, and could drift on the
air currents over the tops of the trees in the valley below.
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WIGRAM BY NIGHT
Robert Frost

The fairy lights on the restaurants of Wigram Street in Harris Park light up my
local neighbourhood and give the area a beautiful warmth and character.
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& ART FLOATS AWAY LIKE LOVE
Mark William Jackson
Casting a street light shadow,
he leans against a wall
in a street gone to sleep,
plucks a soft tune on an
old guitar, sings, and drinks
in the resonance of the night.
The notes are like echoes, ghosts, smoke in the air.
… meanwhile, across town…
Hunched over a cafe table,
on a serviette he sketches
the woman across the room.
In blue ink alone he catches
the gleam in her eye as she
dreams her own dreams.
He folds the picture under his cup just before he leaves.
… in another place…
He watches the people,
imagines their lives, talks
for them, creates histories,
drafts & redrafts poems
for them in his mind, but
never speaks a word.
In silence, the poems fall as tears from his eyes.
& art floats away
like love.
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BALLOONS
Esther Bartulovich
The balloon lady walks past and the balloons float by, drifting lazily
into view and stirring memories – a flash of lightning illuminating the
darkness of the past I am trying so hard to forget. The memory sets
into motion a Ferris wheel of feelings. Feelings that fill me with the
sense of the smell of flowers in our garden, the warmth of the spring
sun while sitting on the veranda, the laughter of our children and yes I
guess his touch, the warmth of him and the smell of him.
Of course we were a recipe for disaster he and I, and in retrospect
I understand that well. My husband had never quite understood me
nor for that matter, I him. With my well lacquered veneer of
independence he could hardly know the mess that was underneath;
and he with his calmness that stemmed from not caring too much
about anything, which I mistook for patience – well what can you
expect? We were two well-rehearsed actors that never took the time
to know who we really were and it didn’t take long for the cracks to
appear.
For his part Chris tried to control what he could not understand
and I, well I tried to push him to be what I had dreamed he was, the
image I had created in my mind.
I watch my children race around the fountain and recall the last
time we were here. Balloons, yes it was balloons that had burst the
bubble oddly enough. As it happens, the last time we visited
Dreamworld the balloon lady had passed by with those wondrous big
floating helium-filled shapes that my children recognised and wanted
so much – Thomas the Tank Engine, fierce dinosaurs, Ben Ten and
Dora the Explorer as well as a myriad of other colourful shapes.
‘Mummy Mummy, Ben Ten,’ my son said. ‘Dora,’ my daughter
cried out. They tugged at my slacks and I looked at my husband,
powerless to grant their wish.
‘Oh Chris please can we get them one?’ I asked. ‘They would love
it.’
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‘No bloody way,’ he replied, ‘there are enough free things here;
we don’t need to spend more money. It cost enough to get in.’
Of course logically he was right, we didn’t have much money. It
was one of the things I had so admired about him. He was always so
practical; he tempered my emotiveness. I respected this, yet at the
same time I wanted him to respond to some things not with logic, but
feeling and warmth. He never did of course and the children never did
get their balloons.
The differences between us, initially complementary, became
insurmountable. To say they drove a wedge between us would be
untrue as there never was an “us” other than the one I created in my
head. I was the engine of our relationship driving forward an
otherwise immoveable object, holding us together by sheer will.
When it fell apart I thought the world had stopped. The sense of
failure was overwhelming. I was a failure when I re-entered the
workforce, a failure as I tried to make a new home and stay ahead of
the creditor. The failure remained with me as the dirt outside our
home flourished into a garden and my children grew. I was a failure as
I struggled to meet their needs alone and I was a failure when I woke
up at night alone. Failure remained with me like a constant companion
until I was unable to recall my life without it. I feared it had become
such a part of me that I would never lose it.
I pull away from these dark recollections as my children run up to
me. The balloon lady is standing near the fountain.
“Mummy Mummy can we have a balloon,’ my children ask
excitedly.
I get up from the ground shaking the dirt from my jeans. ‘Sure,’ I
say smiling, pulling the money from my pocket, as a sliver of sunlight
falls across my face.
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SPIDER FACE - A Memoir
Anne Benjamin
I recognised him as soon as I turned the page. The image was in the
black and grey of newspaper print; my memories were in colour: dark
blue eyes, wavy black hair, ruddy face. And charm. Mac, man of jokes
and soft teasing brogue. A gaggle of girls always around him. The
paper belonged on the pile of yesterday’s news, waiting for garbage
night. I left it on my desk, just for a while.
I was fifteen when I knew Mac, fifteen, and as innocent as young
girls of the time could be. He was chaplain at the country-town allgirls’ school where I was a boarder. A well-disciplined cohort, we were
regulated from six o’clock wake-up bell for prayers through chores,
lessons and after-school sport. Then followed dinner without a whiff of
Master Chef and supervised study time in our classrooms; we filed in
silence to our multi-bed dormitories to sleep.
It was a restricted lifestyle but my parents wanted me to have a
quality of education which had not been possible for them. For five
years I accepted without question Mum and Dad’s trust in our
teachers. The mood of the school, and that of the boarding house, was
generally congenial and friendly. I liked learning. It was only the
expectation of extended extraversion – the constant exposure to the
company of so many others – that did not particularly suit me. Yet,
such were the times, and such was I at the time, that I did not resist.
I now realise that I was not alone in this sense of acceptance and
submission, or at least acquiescence, in being away from home for all
those years of growing up. I recall one classmate in particular. I’ll call
her Colleen, but that was not her name. She came from way up
country, from a small coastal settlement. At fifteen, she was small and
neat, fast on her feet and athletic. She was pretty in an Irish way –
short dark curls, pale blue eyes, rosy cheeks, turned-up nose and
rosebud lips. An elfin face. I cannot remember her ever talking about
her family but she was cheerful. Was she happy? I don’t know. I
suspect she had her share of lonely days. She was, some of us said, a
bit inclined to brag. We just accepted that was Colleen.
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So, too, we accepted the stories that, at this time, she began to
tell some of us quietly, one by one, about her and Mac. How close they
were. No details. Hints. And we said, behind her back, not maliciously,
but with the raw wisdom of fifteen-year olds, ‘Ah, Colleen’s
fantasising.’ ‘Showing off again.’ We didn’t ask why she wanted to
boast this way. Didn’t think to ask. And, being all a bit caught up, as
young girls are, in daydreams of romance and perfect hero-love,
passed her comments off as wishful exaggeration. Not too long after,
Mac left the school.
Before that, Mac had begun to make himself more useful around
the place – value-adding – by coaching girls in sports. By chance and
genes, I was not one of those. Colleen was. In the newspaper I had
found years later, Mac’s photo accompanied an account of his
conviction as a paedophile. Of all my classmates from that time, it was
Colleen I thought about as I read that story.
Now, I look back and wonder at the use he made of closeness as
he showed some girl how to throw a javelin, standing close behind
her, left hand steadying one shoulder, as his right was over her right
hand drawn back to thrust the spear. Or holding another in the proper
starting crouch for sprinting. Or –? I had naively thought that Mac was
the victim of Colleen’s romanticising. Now I felt guilt simply because
my fifteen year old self had not been more knowing, more suspicious,
possessed of more guile. Had I let her down?
It is over forty years ago since I knew this man. I am angry. I am
powerless: in feigning good, he damaged lives. And he removed from
the child I had been some of my own innocence.
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LITTLE BAT
Carmel Summers
snarled in strands of wire
upside down
little bat
russet face tilted
at scurriers below –
suits with cases
heels with scarlet nails
bunching school girls
powerless in lines
that sapped your current
little bat
cauterised your heart’s tiny valves
while nearby
a street light blinks
for weeks
you keep your vigil
little bat
until gently
your wings unfold
at whim of winds
and slipstream of semis
one day, last week
I noticed you were gone
little bat
and the street light
no longer blinks
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JUNGLE TALE
Marilyn Humbert
Baby boy blusters in,
maraudin’, bawlin’ monkey-gang
givin’ heaps, cowlick curled, slicked back teddy-boy hair.
Baby boy pumps his fists
revving his bivalve bellows.
Pedaling legs, metallic red
pa’s porsche on the prowl.
Baby boy’s iridescent pools… mineshaft deep.
And he grew – a rough sawn anarchist,
gun slingin’ Clint Eastwood, plastic pistol at his hip.
Spurs singin’… bellbirds tied to crocodile boots,
mod-western style.
No ten-gallon hat,
a beanie above his turned in ears
as he ghosts through the shadows
smashing eggs, and heads and old people.
The reavers came, their tasers primed.
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FIRST PERSON SINGULAR
Neil Collis
i imagine creating a new truth
by offering poetry
as proof of identity
i deny my duties
at the risk of doom
or the promise of mercy
i prepare for justification
to share with no one
the hoax of property
i refuse the slippery handshake
preferring isolation
where certainty echoes
i travel the anonymous highway
as a matter of choice
and a means of escape
i disguise my cheating heart
with an open mind
and a smoking jacket
i transform implication
into image
and destiny into drift
i perform the rite of re-invention
with nothing to declare
when caught in the act
i scrawl and scream here and now
take responsibility
for word made flesh
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THE IKEA SQUIDS OF THE APOCALYPSE
Louise Carter
A squid-shaped clothes peg contraption I bought from IKEA
sways like a chandelier against the sulking ashen
day. Sprung pincers, like upside-down ‘A’s
dangle beneath plastic tentacles, holding
only a bikini – as if it had eaten a mermaid
save for her brassiere. (Too chewy). Murderous
as the day feels – sucked clean of beauty,
flesh. The IKEA Squids of the Apocalypse
closing in. No choice but to barricade my doors
and windows and huddle behind a mattress with
a shotgun, quoting bible passages.
Either that, or take the laundry in.

NERVOUS
BREAKDANCE
Naomi Oliver
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ABANDONED

Leyla Koparan

Not every person occupies a home.
Not every home is occupied by a person.
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PURGATORY OF MIND AND BODY
Melda Koparan
Press the pistol against the chamber of my heart,
pull the trigger; the scorching shot sears my tender flesh.
I have dreamt of too many wild brumbies crusading within the
fine lines of my skin, but for what cause have they perished?
Life is like that now, where I ponder the purpose of all.
The shooting arrow; the falling star,
and where I wish that the people who had loved me
had written me lyrics under their phosphorus lights –
glowing iridescent with candour and care.
Their pens kissing the ink that rolled from my eyes;
their literal presence soothing the anxiety pulsing through my
armour,
for such words may have consoled me when I awoke from my callow
slumber.
A hazy romantic vision long replaced by debilitating
unconsciousness;
For I see no spectre looming large in the vastness of the opus above
me,
and nowhere are its companions of glittering tessera.
There is no golden gem in the baby blue ocean of days;
no figures to crowd or surround me.
The armour fallen to pieces I shatter like float glass.
Naked in my plight; piercing in my agony;
sequestered in my sorrow.
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TREASURE
J. Anne deStaic
He has a treasure to show his father,
grey stone from the garden smooth as skin, cool as rain, evenweighted
in his hand telling stories from the garden
telling dreams from the footpath calling
spells from the river bed
drumming,
through the soft hours wheezing while his mother sings,
a stone for waiting in the night in the dark,
gathering damp, gathering insects then
for sleeping through the night dreaming
bare feet in puddles
and gumboots.
He has a treasure to show his father.
perfumed sound of frangipani from his mouth and petals open
in his hand, the cage of little boy fingers long
like his grandmother’s, fat-knuckled like
his grandfather’s, petals green-veined,
pearled and fibrous,
the flower for talking single words and skipping consonants,
that smell like singing at the fridge for strawberries cut
in even tempo and for standing
on the chair stealing sweet
then sucking juice
from his grandfather’s knuckles.
He has a treasure to show his father,
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pink sparkly bangle, falling from his wrist caught up and carried
forward,
his sister’s jewel that sleeps this night under his pillow and under
the constellation of smooth grey stone,
and the constellation of frangipani.
And if the river sharks menace,
if the sky fires fright down the nerves of neighbours
and the dry grasses catch this side of the river,
still,
he has the stone of drumming spells,
the flower of fragrant sun,
he has his sister’s jewel,
the treasures he showed his father.
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THE MOON IS MY DOG
Lindy Courtney
There is the memory of blue
then the sky remembers
and dark shades of blue
appear from nowhere. The east
smoulders with a fire
old, bloody, rusty not raw.
Above solitary footsteps
there is a perfect white ball
a little low, as big
as the sun will ever be
and street lights cower.
The moon lights and lengthens
a moving shadow.
The shadow is a dreamer.
The shadow is ageless.
The shadow is me and
the moon is my dog. It follows
and waits by the station.
The train comes. I disappear.
When I return the dog has gone.
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IN CONTROL OF BODILY HARM
Bradley Mercieca
A delicate instrument of relief,
burning quickly when lit,
working silently and gently.
The addiction is tasteless,
the idea is dangerous,
but I am in total control.
Fire fits neatly between my lips,
while smoke hangs elegantly in the air,
dancing with the wind and my breath.
A grand shadow on my health,
a blackness of lungs,
a discolouration from its touch.
I savour all the sensations and pleasures,
with a simple exhale,
letting go of my problems,
and making this slow death worth it.
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HIVE-MINDING (For Shirley and Condell Park Honey)
Owen Kirkby
Ken’s gone north and west for hours, more north,
risen in the dark, abluted, driven
well out of Sydney by the time the daylight
whelmed the harbour, seeping under
several million sills, then flooding
the wide tracts of rustling
rusted low-density suburbs.
The two hives he keeps for fun in the backyard
mutter and buzz and she imagines,
doing the washing up, the other hundred
he’s gone to see to. The swung drone
that hits you of a sudden as you get close,
that Ken never flinches at. That sheer
tonnage weight of insects, purring
murderously as he filches
sweet geometries of ‘comb.
And him never stung but once.
The brick veranda, flowers press the morning;
pollinated early every year, a benefit
of keeping bees. She doesn’t feel alone,
and lights her smoke, holds it with the tips
of her fingers, away from her, the way
she learnt from watching her mother watch
grey-scale movies about New York socialites.
The white hives shiver, mirages
made by the endless judder and writhe of air,
that seem to speak
a frequency, forever, wordlessly.
The breach in space and time between
Ken and her weakens with the bees
and nicotine. She sees him tending them,
in his deep-sea suit, and no
she doesn’t feel alone.
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THE FLAG PIANO
David Toohey
The usual suspects gathered at the Literary Eisteddfod at the hot
Western Suburbs civic hall.
Jim, a retired public servant, always submitted an entry and
enjoyed reading the written feedback of the judges. He’d had an
eventful life, including time as a civilian worker in Vietnam during the
war, and wanted to write his memoirs. A creative writing manual had
advised him to write patches of his life to eventually make a quilt and
not attempt a long narrative.
Jim enjoyed road testing his patches at literary competitions. He
had written a funny memoir about teaching English in war-torn Saigon.
His entry received a favourable mention from the judge in her
presentation of prizes.
The second prize went to a piece by a middle-aged woman who
wrote about her mother going into a nursing home. When asked by
the Geriatric Assessment Team the name of the current Prime
Minister, the old lady had said, ‘What difference does it make?’
The first prize went to a teenager in a private school blazer who
wrote a hopeful tale about the evils of binge drinking in Schoolies
Week.
After the prizes were awarded, the group was invited to a nearby
function room to pick up their entries with the judge’s handwritten
comments, and attend the society’s afternoon tea.
Jim’s defences were down when he went into the room. In the
corner, the Council’s grand piano was draped in an Australian flag left
over from a Citizenship ceremony. The competition entries were on
the piano lid for collection.
Jim froze. Like a football replay on TV, he was instantly back at the
Saigon airport in wartime, watching a flag-draped coffin being loaded
into the belly of a Hercules for the trip back to Australia.
Quietly, he backed out of the room without picking up his entry
and fled into the heat.
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THE PROFESSOR
Morag Sutton
The news of the death of Walter, the man who chose to call
Parramatta’s streets his home for twenty years, saddened me and
brought back memories. My first recollection is from about 1992. He
and his dog had taken up residence at the top of the entry steps to
Jeffrey House, the main building of the recently vacated Parramatta
Hospital, on Marsden Street.
The area was sheltered from above and afforded protection from
the wind and rain. He remained there for approximately ten years until
the old Parramatta Hospital building was renovated and reopened by
Western Sydney Health Services as clinics. I wondered briefly if he
might claim this spot as his own using squatter’s rights.
Walter moved his dog and his gear across the road to the sidewalk
outside Parramatta Police Station. This new position afforded him no
shelter from the winds or rain and gave him no privacy from the prying
eyes of the public. I noticed people crossing the road to avoid passing
by near where he sat. He began to wear heavier clothing winter and
summer and seemed to have adopted the use of plastic bags between
layers of his clothing suggesting an attempt keep the chill from
invading his bones.
One day I was leaving Woolworths supermarket at Westfield and
he was at the counter; it was the first time that I had seen him in
Westfield. I stopped when I heard the cashier refuse to serve him,
thinking that I could do the transaction for him if he was refused
service. It was then that I heard his voice for the first time. Walter was
saying, ‘I am a human being and you cannot deny me the requisites
necessary for my existence.’ He was served! My husband and I were
amazed by his beautiful voice and turn of phrase. It was then that we
started referring to him as The Professor.
The Professor took to sitting around the amphitheatre area of the
mall; I would always note his presence and he would note mine
though we never spoke, smiled or nodded. I don’t like to invade
peoples’ personal space in such circumstances, though as a writer
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I often wonder what has brought them to this life.
In recent years, as I drove or walked by the Police Station, I
would cast my gaze toward Walter’s personal property which now
remained there while he was elsewhere.
My husband would say, ‘I saw The Professor and his dog in the
mall this morning.’ One day he said, ‘The Professor’s dog must have
died. He looks lost without it.’
His frame had taken on the world-weary stoop of those who
sleep rough and each winter seemed to weigh more heavily on him.
His death will touch many local people. I hope The Professor
will rest in peace – sheltered, warm, and carefree.

EDIE BY THE WINDOW
Robert Frost
The statue atop
Our Lady of Lebanon
Church gives me a
palpable sense of place.
My cat sits at her back
window of our unit,
looking out over her
‘backyard’.
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NO MERCY
Ysolda Eckhardt
It was a tiny town, where gossip fluttered around the street lamps at
night and the cows trampled the main street on their way back to their
stable. Mediocrity was constantly peeking through the windows in the
shape of dark silhouettes that monitored the comings and goings of
the endless monotony that engulfed the humble houses. People’s eyes
served to devour the images of a hard life that rendered all colours as
shades of grey.
Sebastian was only ten years old, but he already hated that
community. He managed to escape these ill-feelings by spending time
with his best friend Mark, with whom he imagined travelling
all over the world with the aid of an old map his grandfather had left
him. They went fishing together and dreamt of reaching so far into the
sun that they were able to go over the mountains and get the freedom
they so wanted. They confided in each other and school became a best
place to perform their carefully planned pranks. It was a friendship
that was going to last forever, because one day they made a cut in
their palms and shook hands. Their blood became one and in between
giggles and laughter, they walked off hugging each other and
staggered towards adolescence.
Sebastian enrolled in the army and was sent to the north of the
country. He managed to erase from his mind everything about the
town. Military life changed him. The shield that covered his sensitivity
became harder and harder with every stripe he earned. The day war
was declared, he was one of the few that showed a smile on his face.
The opportunity had finally arrived. He could prove himself now. The
civil war painted every house with blood, raped every single value,
destroyed families and decimated a brotherhood that had worked on
the same piece of land.
Sebastian did not believe in chance until he found himself face to
face with Mark, who hidden behind a tree was pointing a gun at him.
It was the aftermath of a bloody battle that had left only a handful of
men alive. Mark did not care that his friend was wearing the enemy
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uniform. His eyes shone in the midst of that human inferno. He smiled,
lowered his arms and shouted, ‘Sebastian!’
Sebastian, whose jaw clenched the moment he recognized Mark,
made the most of the situation and the weakness of his friend. With a
sudden movement, he drew his pistol. Mark whispered an almost
silent, ‘Sebastian!’ once more. In a fraction of a second Sebastian
made his decision. Without hesitation he pointed the weapon at his
friend and shot. Mark fell like a puppet whose strings have been cut by
the swift action of a sharp razor. Sebastian kneeled and was able to
see his own reflection in the lifeless eyes of his victim. When he felt
that a tear had started making its way down his cheek, he stopped its
course with the barrel of his gun. With that gesture, he knew that he
had finally eliminated any trace of weakness within himself.
The war came to an end. Sebastian was on the winner’s side, but
his senses would never be the same again. He did not even realize that
he was seeing a distorted version of life through a fogged lens which
blurred reality and disfigured values.
He left the army and became a loner, who walked the streets in
search of what was left of him. He had been spared by the bullets of
the enemy, but he might as well be dead. The screams of his victims
never left him and kept him awake at night. During the day he had to
carry the weight of his memories with every step he took. In every
morsel he ate he could remember the taste of unbearable flavours,
like that of rotten food which had to be consumed otherwise the
presence of death was the only alternative.
It was the bathroom, however, that became a place of solace and
penance. When he showered, the slithery soap eased the burden of
having to touch his scars. It gave him a peculiar awareness of his
physical being. Yet the mirror, that cracked mirror surrounded by
mould, was his nemesis. He felt compelled to look at it every day,
although fear took possession of him every time he did. It was not his
image that the mirror reflected. It was Mark’s. And he was never able
to contain his tears.
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THE SORROWFUL STAR
Artelle Lenthall
Suspended in the skies above an insignificant little town was a star
which existed in a state of sorrow. Yes, that's right, a star in a state of
sorrow. Who are we, after all perched so far below, to presume we
understand the ins and outs of a star?
Why then, you might ask did this star feel such sadness? The
answer, as it turns out, is quite simple. This star was by far bigger than
any other star visible in the land. But unlike the smaller, dainty stars it
didn't twinkle as a star should. It often mused ‘why did The Great
Adonai make me like this? Why can't I be just like the other stars?’
Among all those shiny twinkling stars, the Sorrowful Star knew that
being unable to twinkle it simply disappeared from sight. ‘No one will
ever make a wish on me,’ the star thought woefully, ‘much less give
glory to God.’
Years went by and despite trying everything it could to twinkle,
nothing changed for The Sorrowful Star. Not one child had noticed it
among the dainty, twinkling stars. It just hung there feeling clumsy and
ugly and unable to accomplish its dearest wish. Yet it never lost hope,
looking down upon the Earth each night, just in case one child spotted
it and gasped in delight.
In a faraway land, (although The Sorrowful Star didn't know it) the
dainty little stars were far too small to be seen. In that land, the sad
star shone brightly, brighter than any other star in the sky. The people
of that land worked hard and were often too busy by day and too tired
by night to look up at the sky. There were, however, a group of very
learned men who always made time for star gazing; they were
searching for something. Something special! The Sorrowful Star was
special and they knew it the moment they saw it, but they had to be
sure.
These cosmic scholars retrieved their special books and maps,
checked them once, twice, thrice. Soon they nodded and exclaimed
excitedly. This star was special. Very special indeed. They chose three
of their number and furnished them with all that they would need for
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the long journey ahead. Soon their camel train set off towards the
west.
One cold winter's night, while looking down on the little town as
always, The Sorrowful Star saw a young woman. This woman, not
much more than a child herself, was sitting huddled on a donkey,
shivering against the bitter cold, desperately searching for somewhere to stay and give birth to the child who would wait no longer. For
the first time in many a year, The Sorrowful Star was moved to pity for
another being. It wanted to help somehow... but how?
Suddenly the star, who had long ago given up the idea of
twinkling, forgot to be sad and also forgot that it ever wanted to be
dainty. Instead, it made itself as big as possible and shone brightly in
the dark sky. On this special night all the people in the land, from the
learned, to the poorest shepherd, to the tiniest child could not help
but notice the brightest star in the sky. As the star looked down upon
the tired but happy mother, her husband and the beautiful baby lying
in a manger (the best they could do for him) the star was far from
sorrowful. It kept shining as brightly as it could, finally giving glory to
God. All who saw it gasped and sang hymns of praise to The Great
Adonai.
For as long as the young family stayed in that place the star shone
ever brightly in the sky, guiding all those who came to worship the
infant. It continued to shine several nights later, lighting the path for
the little family as they made their escape to another land. Although it
cost The Brightest Star all it had, it was happy to light their way one
last time, for at last it knew why it did not twinkle like the other stars.
Now it knew why its size was indeed not a curse at all. It was a
blessing, for with it came a most precious gift: brightness.
When they crossed the border to safety, the woman smiled
thankfully up at The Brightest Star and promised that it would be
remembered by children of all generations and forevermore, as the
one who brought light to the world. As she looked on, the once
sorrowful and once brightest star twinkled, but for a moment, and was
no more.
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BEAVER TEETH
Suemi Chiba
My last walk of significance was in the spring of 2005 on the banks of
the Pelly River. The light was grey; the kind of light that could be
morning or evening. The ice had already cracked but was thick on the
edges, and in the middle you could see the rushing water. It was no
longer safe to walk across or play on. The walk was, in part, to explore
the loss of the mother – but I didn’t know then that I was too early for
that, or perhaps, too late. Years too early, generations too late.
There were seabirds and gulls, even though we were almost a
thousand kilometers from the ocean. They came by the dozens to
circle and caw. They were signs, unlike the ravens who stayed all year
nesting in the poplars, guarding us on our walks.
Along the banks we could see the weight of the thick slabs of ice,
and where the water was seeping through. We inhaled the metallic
smell of melt infused with earth. Our boots crunched the slush mixing
it with the dirt and rocks. This was well before the first crocus.
The three of us walked, crossed paths, jumping and hopping when
necessary. We listened to the occasional whooping crack when the ice
bed moved and the world shifted.
‘When is Mum coming to see us?’
‘I don’t know,’ I said, an answer the children accepted more
readily than I. We talked about the twins and school and how was the
house they were at now?
‘You’ve stayed at Kirsten’s before?’
‘Yup,’ said Crystal the eldest. Eric ran along beside us finding me
sticks and things, smiling and bringing me them for inspection.
Occasionally he would run full tilt and then slide in the snow, his snow
pants making brush and swish sounds. We talked and searched the
shore for treasures recently uncovered.
It was during my first few years as a social worker, in a community
with no cell reception, the nearest grocery store a six-hour drive. A
few days ago I had “removed” these kids – that was the government
word for it. Mum didn’t mind, for now, and the kids knew me and their
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foster parents, like they knew everyone in the village. I realized some
time into the walk that, for the kids, removal – or going to Kirsten’s
house - was not an act of gravity.
The river sits lower than the village so from shore all you can see
are the banks, the sky and the hillsides. At the bend, the long slow
curve of the highway stretches away from town continuing to the
Arctic Circle. The trees are evergreens, for the most part pine and
spruce, with the occasional stand of poplars and a few aspens that
haven’t released their scent yet. Their spring has not yet begun. The
green reaches towards the sky in long hills that leave you breathless.
We could be alone, the children and I. Far away from everything.
It dawned on me that this is the only land they know. The only river
whose banks they have stood on and thrown rocks from. And I think
about their world – an absence of strangers, of comparison. This is not
only home but their entirety and I feel some of their safety.
On the shore, I found some beaver teeth. They were long, curved
and bright orange. They looked exactly like the tool that would make
chewing marks on the trees. It was my first set. I gave them to Crystal
and her eyes grew wide; she smiled and wouldn’t let her brother touch
them. The next time I came the other children begged me to take
them hunting for beaver teeth, kids that were not in care, and I did not
have to make case plans for. We went to the river many times but
never found any more.
A few days later grandma on their Dad’s side drove the ten hours
from her village, most of it on lonely roads through wild spaces. She
drove fast because the snow had gone. She complained, when she
picked the kids up, that they were not in clean clothes, which of course
wasn’t true. Before they left to make the return journey, I sensed the
children’s hesitation when they reached for my hands.
I didn’t see the kids for many months, until they came back to live
with their Mum. Eric was just starting school and Crystal almost old
enough for her first real pair of skates. It’s years now since I last saw
them. Often I recall the river. I think about those teeth and wonder if
they are still bright orange. I try and remember the last time my
present place was my entirety.
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empires rise
steve duffy
white
rain
falls
meteors torch the sky
a time of change
the upheaval
city destroying
crumble to dust
shiny glass towers reclaimed to sand and molten rock
begin again
shift the orbit a little to the left
increase the rotation just a tad
let’s sit back and watch
dream and imagination
the science to work with
wait and see
let the survivors have their new creation myths
and see how long it takes this time
see how far it gets
sometimes
some of them get off
they understand
sometimes
the meteors come
and the orbit shifts again
white
rain
pours
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EVERYDAY IS A JOB WELL DONE
Jodie Whalen

This found imagery within our culture speaks of reward, consolation and
escape from daily working lives. It embodies the fantasies’ of ‘greener grass’
in other places when we are sitting in our own Western Sydney Backyards.
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EVERY MORNING
J. Hemsley

Every morning, the dawn, with lights in her eyes, delivers my green
and dense Western Sydney backyard to my bedroom window
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I’M LOVIN’ IT
Louisa Zhang
Finally Billy’s night was over. After he’d finished cleaning and mopping
the floor, wiping up the leakages of the dratted McFlurry machine,
baby-wiping his hands of the greasy, greasy money, he stepped out of
the restaurant with a sigh of relief and a rippling crack of vertebra as
he straightened his bent back.
If ever you wanted to curdle the milk of your human kindness, or
turn your compassion into contempt, McDonalds was the place. The
fastest way to cultivate a healthy loathing for the human race and its
destiny was to serve it food, or clean up after it, on the minimum
wage.
He held a chilled cup of coke in his hands, condensation wetting
his fingers. As he waited in the night for his bus, he lifted the cup to
the streetlamp, ice cubes rumbling and read its surface. A web of
sentences from the world wrapped around his Coca Cola:
“I’m lovin’ it. Je suis amoureuse. 我愛它. Аз съм го обича. Me ne
sono innamorato. Me encanta eso.”
Are we? He wondered. Are any of us truly satisfied with what we
have? Obviously not. He saw his customers, many of them barely
glancing at him as they called for their order of French fries and
burgers in a bag, nuggets housed in a box the shape of a cottage
usually accompanied with a useless plastic toy.
He wondered what they thought when they saw him. Just the new
guy, face oily with acne, hoping to earn a few extra bucks for the
movies on the weekends. In quick, and out soon.
Then there were those who came for the coffee and wi-fi. They
sat in the cafeteria, aside from the main restaurant, and refreshed
their Facebook every 50 seconds, chatting to friends the other side of
the world with the click of a few buttons.
Lights of the night pierced the dark and his eyes felt awake
despite his long day of tiring work. The problem with the city, he
thought, is that it’s too stimulating; it won’t let you sleep. It gives you a
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few moments of respite, where you can gather your breath, and then
you’re away again fighting for the surface, to be running with a
hundred others at the tongue of an avalanche. The bus pulled in and
he got on.
Hiss. Ding’s gloved hand grasped the lever and pulled hard. The hot
moulds lowered and lifted and another tray of bright purple potatoshaped figures stood in warm ranks. As the shrill factory bell rang,
signalling the end of the working day, Ding discarded his stained gloves
and covertly picked a plastic purple figure and clutched it in his hand.
Ding and the other workers made no small talk while waiting in
the pay-line, preferring to get their money quickly and leave the
queue. After a day of standing, pressing, steaming and injection
moulding, the workers felt remarkably tired. Ding nodded to his wife,
their brownish faces weary with sweat. His wife was in her fourth
month of carrying child, and possibly soon, she might be taken out of
work to care for the baby. Ding would have to work extra, twice,
maybe three times as much to take care of his new family. Secretly he
was pleased.
The factory was grey, smoky and filled with PVC fumes. He felt
them waft up from a mixing basin and hit him, hard, in the eyes as he
squinted down at the molten coloured plastic. Such an environment
would be no place for a mother and her child. Ding had heard of
workers having pains in their lungs, their legs, and their backs which
they attributed to the nightmarish fumes.
Ding remembered leaving his farming village with a group of other
men. ‘Industry beckons,’ they’d begged the elders, ‘we will see the city
– and the real world!’ When McDonalds opened a factory, they’d all
swarmed, like rats amongst grain. Away from their muddy, sunburnt
village! Free! To seek excitement and tall buildings, machines and
money!
Ding inspected the purple toy in his hand. It was a roundish
cartoon pig. He wondered why he thought that, when the thing looked
nothing like a pig. He seriously hoped some child would be receiving
happiness when getting this plastic pig. Back at the village, owning a
pig was a sign of wealth and luck for the family. Pigs were treasured
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wedding presents – they were impressive and homey. A man knew he
had a good home when he had a pig.
Ding took his pay and walked out with his wife. He glanced up at
the dirty slogan on his way out: ‘I’m lovin’ it,’ one of the few English
phrases he knew. He could never connect that inescapable slogan to
the factory of PVC fumes, only to the thought of rich, happy Western
children.
Billy hid his grimace behind the counter. He handed a particular large
woman her change and pushed her full tray towards her. ‘Have a nice
day.’
The woman’s daughter opened her Happy Meal, playing with the
purple toy for a moment before it broke. Although the girl looked a
mite dismayed, her mother just tossed it into the rubbish.
‘Don’t be too upset – it’s just junk anyway.’
‘It was a purple pig, Mummy.’
‘Even so.’
At home, Ding saw that the purple pig had broken in his pocket.
Nonplussed, he picked up glue and fixed the pig back. Strange coughs
rising in his chest, he placed it on his table with his pay and went to
see to his wife.
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EMAIL FROM AZBEKHISTAN

C.A. Broadribb
Date: Saturday, 31 July, 2010, 2:38 PM
From: JenTheArtLover@hotmail.com
To: KateBrowne@optusnet.com.au
Subject: Hi from me
Greetings from Azbekhistan! My week here has been a real adventure.
I had trouble at the airport on the way in. I had to fight my way past
the crowds. It was like rush hour in NYC and there was no help from
the security guards. I set the metal detector shrieking because I’ve got
ankle braces. There was so much tension you could’ve cut the air with
a knife. I told the guards: I’m an Aussie. Don’t mess with me or I’ll
complain to my embassy, you’ll lose your jobs and nobody else will
take you on. Then a sniffer dog barked and leapt at me because I had
doggy smells all over me from rolling around with my puppy on the
grass. I got scared and ran for the nearest door and the guards were
bewildered. I waited an hour at the baggage carousel because it was
too slow. As soon as I got outside I jumped in a cab for town.
I’m staying in a hotel just down the street from the shopping strip.
There are lots of little market stalls selling ceramic pots and I love to
look in them but they’re so cramped that if I’m wearing my backpack I
knock pieces off. Some of them are really beautiful. It’s a challenge
to find a bargain and I want to haggle over the prices like the locals do
but the shopkeepers are really busy and don’t take much notice of me
and most of them don’t even speak English. I try to use sign language
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and I get away with it if I’m lucky.
You were right when you said I’d have problems in a strange country.
The other day I was in a jewellers looking for a present for Mum when
I found out I’d lost my credit card. I was really upset and crying and
the shopkeeper called in the cops because he recognised me. Wanted
me to know it could happen to anyone. He had a ‘Be Wear Of Thiefs’
poster on the wall. I had some cash and travellers’ cheques with me
but I had to go to the cop shop to report the loss. They wanted details
and I gave it to them to keep them happy but it was all a bit of a drag.
I’ve got a funny story to tell you:
Yesterday I went to the National Museum, which was a great way to
learn more about the country’s history and culture and, like Mum says,
‘enrich myself’. I saw a gold cat statue which intrigued me. I set off
for the information centre to find out more about it but then I heard
the fire alarm. People ran around everywhere screaming like mad and
I tried to direct them to the exit but none of them knew English so
they ignored me.
I saw flames in the hallway and there was a lot of thick black smoke.
I found a control panel on the wall and hit all of the switches for the
fire sprinklers but nothing happened. I jumped up and waved at the
security cameras then grabbed an extinguisher and axe from the corner
but I slipped on the marble floor and the axe flew out of my fingers
and smashed the display case right open. A siren went off. Then
I tried to use the extinguisher but it was too heavy and awkward and
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when a security guard ran in I sprayed foam right in his face. He shot
me a dirty look but I said sorry at least a hundred times and he laughed
at me. I was shaking all over by then, I can tell you, but I grabbed
a bucket and helped put out the fire. Nothing got damaged, not even
the cat statue, which must be worth a million bucks.
Now the museum wants to nominate me for some sort of bravery award.
I really made an impression on everyone. All the security guards are
calling me a hero and saying that I saved people’s lives. Journos are
out looking for me, but don’t know who I am. I don’t want to end up
famous. I’m nobody special, just an ordinary girl who likes working
behind bars. I’m off to Spain tomorrow and taking a brown painted
vase, some silver and jade bracelets and a framed photo of that pretty
cat statue with me. I love souvenirs.
XXX Jenny.
Date: Saturday, 31 July, 2010, 3:01 PM
From: JenTheArtLover@hotmail.com.
To: KateBrowne@optusnet.com.au
Subject: PS
Kate,
I wrote that in the hotel’s Internet cafe and wasn’t sure who was watching.
Please read only the lines in italics.
Jenny.
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YOU AND ME
Abdullah Noman
Bipolar schizophrenia dissociative identity disorder
This, I live with, under cover of the buoyant smiles of your projection
that I must play with, a healthy pretension
of the compartmentalized and the labelled
How else shall we be controlled by Big Brother and their fear
mongering fables?
Even though they call it metacognitive training, sometimes it feels like
stumbling in the dark
or psychosurgery like walking your disjointed conscience through a
crowded park
There are several interpretations of me, some even in bold,
hidden in the files of my psychiatrists who think they can mould
the folds of my aggravated soul like magicians
Frazzled
from reaching into my pockets mid-conversation pulling out pills
like tiny bags of crystal dreams to flatten the curves on my charts
From the times the mirror would unleash a torment of distress
that was me but all around was an abyss
From the times I collapsed knee deep in love and let my laughter
drop theatrically like a curtain on my divinely scripted madness,
but it just wouldn’t stop
From the times ecstasy would snake into this garden of obscurity I
latched onto
and I tried to wake up to death
Frazzled
Listening to the breathing of my consciousness slowly fizzle
into murmurs, aligning with the drizzle
across the lone windowpane of a suburban apartment
while children outdoors ran free under cover of colourful plastic coats,
faces like pictures of me with my mother before she jumped off the
boat
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Like ancient calligraphies as remembrances of ancestral archetypes
fading into the clamour of pseudo modernity and its dramatized
mediocrity
The skies above seem eclipsed by narrow horizons
of jilted love
Somehow we’ve forgotten how to look above
Inexorable my wandering psyche
Praying on the altar of all my identities
For a climax into unity
For a fleeting moment of
You and me.

Park Bench

Paul Azize

Park backing onto the very busy Victoria Road. I lived in a house on
Victoria Road for over thirty years. It was my backyard, park, and life.
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MOUNTAIN FUNERAL
Arna Radovich
After the business is done
there is a ‘gathering’.
We stand in groups
and stare at
the weeping Bloodwoods
the whispering Casuarinas.
A mournful howl rises
towards an impassive sky.
She has fallen
like a Stringybark in long grass
matted hair
swarming with ants.
Late afternoon sunshine
spills down the hill;
fingers of wind
sift through
the undergrowth of
memory
My old friends stand
silent and watchful;
extend arthritic hands
and stringy arms
and hold me
in my grief.
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MUNDANE FROCKS
Ivana Dragicevic
I was eight, barefoot and knobby kneed. One, two, three, my feet
swallowed the hot porch and came to rest at a shaded patch
underneath our tree. I snapped the thinnest branch I could find – my
mother later told me those hurt the most. It wasn’t too bad though;
we mainly played the chasing game around the table. A brush to the
bottom, a nip to the elbow, the flick of a snake’s tongue – psst – and it
was gone and I wasn’t sure if my mother stifled a smile as she
stumbled across the table to get me.
Then there were times of anger when her tongue would roll back.
Fat and menacing, it bulged between her sharp teeth, a monster thing.
Then I knew there'd be no chasing games. I’d cover my face with my
hands but could not escape the sting of her fingers on my cheeks, the
taste of bitter, salty tears in the corners of my mouth.
I watched my mother now, watched her tongue meekly slip
between her thin lips to wet the tip of an envelope. Her crooked
fingers smoothed the paper down. She lit up and leaned back into her
armchair. Inhaling, exhaling, then forgetting to inhale again so that
most of the cigarette burnt off into the ash tray. I squashed the
cigarette down. Twist, twist... a little bit of ash on my fingertips, a little
bit of dust and mundane frocks, thirty years have passed.
She stood up; immediately I knew where she was going. No, not
again. Please. But, as my heart beat slowed and my palms grew cold, I
followed her. Despite the familiar resentment I reassured myself I was
there so things didn't get out of control. In the bedroom her suitcase
was already on top of the bed and she was folding clothes.
'What are you doing?’ 'Hmm packing,’ she replied. I chortled
involuntarily. 'You don't need to, you're not going anywhere.'
Ignoring me, she flitted through her wardrobe, the hangers
clanking, masking her noiseless muttering. She folded each selected
garment slowly and precisely with her deformed little hands, then laid
it in the suitcase that would never see the train. I stood by, afraid and
angry as she repeated this process until the trunk was full. She
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returned to the wardrobe for a blue jumper.
'I'll need this,' she said, putting it on. 'You don’t need it,’ I said
sarcastically, ‘It's warm outside.' She picked a cardigan off its hanger,
‘This will be good too,' she said, trying to fit her arm through a sleeve.
While I frothed and writhed because of her, she did not respond to a
word I said. I snatched the cardigan from her and threw it on the floor.
Still she didn't look at me but merely bent down to retrieve it. A
feeling of disgust settled in my stomach, heavy and loud like after
drinking too much water. I told myself later there was pity there too,
but it was all so foggy, the colour of anger, fear and disgust, green and
yellow and purple. She tried again to fit the cardigan over her thick
jumper and this vomit of colours, of feelings, washed over me.
I heard myself yelling, ‘You don't need this in the middle of
Summer. You don't need any of this!' Yelling to hear how reasonable I
was. I tugged at the cardigan furiously but it was caught on her arm
and she stumbled into my hands. My fingers dug into her bony
shoulders, a faint taste of iron in my mouth. She didn’t hear anything I
said on purpose – to make me suffer. She grabbed for the cardigan
dangling between us, her eyes twitching.
'You stubborn cow!’ I shouted. ‘You're not going anywhere – do
you understand?!' Something in her face slowed, but her hands kept
grabbing for the cardigan. 'Look at me when I'm talking to you!' I
shook her body with raging pleasure. Her eyes almost closed. Two
blotches on her cheek stared at me; I realised the taste of iron in my
mouth was blood. I felt something slimy between my lips.
I straightened up and pulled my tongue in. Still clutching the
cardigan she stared up at me with lucidity in her eyes, or so I thought –
it was only for an instant and it's hard to remain trustful.
Laughter and sorrow came over me. I relaxed my grip, smoothing
the jumper as though that's what my hands were doing all along. It
helped to mask my shamefulness. I draped the cardigan around her
shoulders and left her to finish packing. Later I will walk her to the
train station. It's not far and the fresh air will do her good. Back in the
living room I sat in her armchair, inhaling the sunken smell of tobacco
and thinking, how I never was tempted to smoke.
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HOME
Stephen Pham
You nod and look down as the shopkeeper speaks to you freely in
Cantonese. You walk out of the store clutching your can of roasted
coconut juice, past the old ladies sitting on benches selling spring
onions they pulled out of their backyards just this morning, past the
duty-free shops for aspirational Asians whose houses have two
kitchens and two living rooms, and past the bakery whose owner
raised their eyebrows when you went past the other day, taking a drag
from your cigarette. A small lady whose puffy cheeks have grown over
her eyes rattles a tin at you. You glance at where she came from and
recognise only the flag, yellow with three red stripes, pinned up on the
board; the people and the places photographed are foreign to you.
You dig into your pocket and drop a dollar twenty into the can. She
turns away.
At work the next day, a man with wire-framed glasses and is pink
as if his entire body were a scab that had been peeled too early,
praises your grasp of English and tries to guess what country you’re
from. You tell him you were born in the King George V Memorial
Hospital in Camperdown, and that you have never left the country. He
says that’s a shame, because Vietnam is so beautiful. He says that
Thailand is a beautiful country too. He smiles as you drop crumpled
notes and receipts into his hand. It’s hard not to think of that same
smile on his face as his eyes drink in the bodies of poor brown
children.
On your way home, you stop by an ATM. You examine the notes
in your hand while fingering the holes in your shirt. You stuff the notes
into your pocket. Your stride lengthens every time you check over your
shoulder. You finally get home. All the lights are off. The flyscreen door
has been broken for eighteen years; it clacks as you lift it with two
hands and close it. You turn on the light in the kitchen and check inside
the pot on the stove. The yellow cabbage leaf looks gummy as it floats
about with bits of carrot and beef mince that has been in the freezer
for months. You replace the lid.
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At the end of the dark hallway, there is a door, slightly ajar. A strip
of blue light radiates from it. You knock once. There’s no reply. You
open the door, and the smell of eucalyptus oil rushes at your face.
Your mother is twisted around the special pillows that she’s bought for
her legs, her back, her neck. Among the nail clippers, auto-massage
tools, and empty vials of dau xanh on the red vinyl chair next to her
bed, you place the wad of bills.
Later, you are lying on your $100 mattress, its wire frame broken,
jutting into your ribs. You turn onto your back, your hands folded
across your stomach. You realise you’ve forgotten how to say ‘father’
in Vietnamese. You tuck the faux-mink blanket with the Mickey Mouse
print under you and wish you had a doona.
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THE LIE
Louise Loomes
I remember things about that day that I never told my father. He
wanted to live his lie so I let him. But I saw him that day. I saw his
every move. It was that day, the day I kept his secret because it was
too frightening to ever talk about and too shameful to reveal, it was
that day that put me in charge.
We hadn't seen my mother in weeks. Not long enough to forget
her but long enough for a new path to be trod and moulded into each
day. Then my father announced we were going to visit her. We
travelled some way in our Valiant; my brother Vince, barely out of
nappies, talking a little but quiet and dark and beautiful; my brother
Nathan, a chubby baby, dribbling and babbling even then, and me, the
big four year old. When we got out of the car we ran in circles on the
lawn. We adored her and at last we were going to see her.
‘That's enough,’ he barked and we silently stepped into line.
We don't choose our memories, they seem to choose us. If I could
choose the images I would carry in my memory of that day, I wouldn't
choose to remember the kind nurse who lifted me up to smell the
flowers on the counter. Nor the winding marble staircase that reached
to heaven, nor the clothes we wore - our best satin pyjamas with me
in blue. I don't want to remember my father descending the stairs and
lifting Nathan out of the arms of a friend, was it? an auntie perhaps, as
we made our way out. I want to remember that day from a different
angle; my mother's last kiss, the last time she held me and spoke to
me – what it was she must have said to me – those last words I want
to carry forever as a talisman to get me through every tortured day
without her.
My memories chose me because they were safer. Because satin
hurts less than a last kiss.
But as we left the beautiful reaching staircase, we were leaving a
mother to get well.
The phone rang in our small flat. Vincent was laughing and
running nude around the lounge. I was at the table giggling wildly. My
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father talked and hung up. Then the explosion. It came from
everywhere, a sound so deafening and frightening and life changing.
A sound of crashing and violence as ears ached and fear took over.
The lamp hit the wall and Vincent screamed and my father broke every
ounce of us with his rage. The violence of his cries echoed in the
emptying room. The only sound.
Until silence.
My father collapsed. He held Vincent in a distant corner of the
room and they cried. And I knew he cried because I saw him and I
remember him and I never told anyone.
He would never talk about her again. He would never remember
to us all that had happened in the thousand days of her motherhood.
I would find scraps of her hiding around the broken room and keep
them secret in my pocket. A small collection of talismans to get me
through his lie.

SIX FOOT TRACK
Louise Loomes
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BOYS
Jason Gray
You lasted one year at Jersey Street Catholic Boys’ High School. You
made and lost one representative cricket side, the last rep sports team
you ever made, one hottie without any making, and one bestie.
Sometimes you think you loved Asif most and could have loved
him best and you know you love him still. You loved Asif the redheaded Leb liked you loved all your primary school mates back in
Crestville, who you didn’t see much after they went to Crestville High
and you moved after Year Seven and it was like cancelling Christmas
forever. You kissed your mates on the cheek until you were
threatened against the practice, and stopped kissing your father on
the cheek too, he didn’t like it, judging by his blond frown on pink skin.
You never kissed Asif but he hugged you on his thirteenth birthday
after you gave him the Spice Girls album you could only afford with six
weeks’ pocket money.
Thank you, brother! said Asif. I just love it! “Mama, ah love you!
Mama, ah care!”
You laughed through bricks of shyness as Asif serenaded his
mother, his gravel-crunching pubescent drawl emerging as epicentre
of the grassless backyard. His mother grinned but did not make eye
contact, placing barbecued chicken wings and tabouleh (tah-boo-lee!
screams Dad, in your head) on the scratched white plastic outdoor
table. Asif’s stepfather, Larry, grinned, scratching the Rottweiler Leo’s
tight black coat. Asif ignored him.
You played association football between ancient trees in the park
down the road and met Afra. Asif chose Afra and Brady as captains.
Aussies verse Wogs! Asif laughed. I’m not racist, but!
No-one laughed and his great gravel-crunch faded from a roar to
red-orange coals to lonely birthday nothingness. Afra and Brady chose
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teams on assumed ability or Cool. You scored two goals, setting up
another, secretly proud to restrain fancy flicks and goal celebrations.
Brady’s team routed Afra’s 4-0 within ten minutes.
Unfair! Afra said. We only have one excellent player. Youse have,
like, five. Afra pointed at you. You blushed hard but kept calm by
looking away, painting the bark grooves of the old tree with your eyes.
You have sexy legs, Afra whispered in your ear with hot, wet
breath.
You shivered from the base of your neck to the small of your back,
turning to drink in the bounce of her single jet-black plait over white
T-shirt and striped Adidas trackies. You thought she was bullshitting,
scanning for sarcasm like Lisa Simpson on holidays, but realised at
home it was genuine, smashing your weathered black-and-whitehexagon-stitched football, Bogdan’s skull, into the poison-ivy-covered
fence.
You fuh-king little Leb faggot bitch.
You swung around. Bogdan choked Asif in a headlock – between
ancient trees, Afra’s team’s posts, which you had split with two goals.
Vlad clutched a syringe near Asif’s neck.
Argh, fark, Bogdan, man! Asif cried.
Let him go, nutcase! said Afra.
Shut up, y’spastic bitch, said Vlad, poking the needlepoint a
fingertip away from Asif’s eye. Any closer, I stick the homo.
Your sneakers moulded to the grass, permanent like cricket
trophies and friendship. You imagine the mobile you begged for
without success, dialling triple-zero or Asif’s.
Think you’re hard for stealing our fuh-cking lunch table, uh?
Bogdan said. We stole it from the Triads. Think you can take them?
Think you can take us?
Asif squealed. Bogdan’s right hand cupped Asif’s flabby chest, his
left twisting his dick.
Pussies! you scream. Two on one and a fuckin’ weapon!
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Your boyfriend’s getting AIDS, gaybo.
You inched forward.
Arf-arf!
The Rottweiler. Leo’s junkyard snarl.
Vlad dropped the syringe, piss-bolting out of the park. Leo ate the
air near Bogdan’s dick with frothy, wet lips.
Piss off home, Bog-boy! said Harry, restraining Leo.
Bogdan shoved Asif spluttering towards the Rottweiler, pissing it
too.
You sang happy birthday to Asif and soaked in happy vibes that
pulsed in your chest and tummy as you grinned at Afra, who sang the
loudest, gifting Asif a gentle noogie on his matted red hair.
I’m moving, you said, to Stuart, at the lockers, knowing everyone in
homeroom would know in five minutes. I’m changing schools.
Asif was in earshot. He said nothing but didn’t sit next to you for
the rest of the year.
You went to the movies and all-you-can-eat Pizza Hut with Afra.
She said Asif was changing schools too.
You knew the hard boys were the sad boys but forgiveness or
anything near what your former brand of religion botched in its
vagueness was impossible.
Your family moved to Villa Heights at the end of Year Seven.
Oi, Asif!
A voice you didn’t recognise called with drunken enthusiasm.
You were at the bar of Villa Heights RSL. You swung around to the
blue-green couches under the flatscreens playing the Eels-Raiders
match but your mates pulled your bushy ponytail to shout your round
of Bundies. Once you had paid, there was no sign of a red-headed Leb.
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ROSE MALLEE
Joel Beerden

This work explores the sublime and ethereal through re-imagining
the ‘Rose Mallee’ plant, native to Australia and known for its silvery
green leaves and intensely saturated flower.
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THE SUN
J. Hemsley

The sun commencing its daily walk - in my Western Sydney backyard

FAILED GANGAS
Shirley Le
7AM on a Monday. Elizabeth and I are standing on Platform One
at Bankstown Station, waiting for a train into the city. We’ve been
sitting next to each other in the same criminal law tute for the past
eight weeks, but we’ve never bumped into each other outside uni.
There’s an awkward silence as we realise that we’re both the type
of people who sleep in and then do their make-up on the train.
‘You know, you don’t look like you’re from Bankstown. You look
like you’re from Hornsby or something.’ Elizabeth gazes at me behind
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her thick rimmed glasses and warms her hands on a steaming cup of
coffee.
Another train, one of those goddamn “Special” ones that doesn’t
stop, rushes past as she says this. So I mishear. Instead, I thought she
said, ‘You know, you don’t look like you go into town. You look like
you’re not horny or something.’
Errrrr. I raise an eyebrow but then shrug. A bit unfair of her but
I guess she isn’t too far from the truth. I’d just survived an all-nighter
and had nearly left the house in my furry pig slippers. Mẹ spotted me,
yelled out ‘Trời ơi!’ and shoved my boots and a banana at me. Even if
I’d left the house in my pig slippers, I wouldn’t have turned back. All
that mattered was getting to the submission box in time. Thirty
percent of my life depended on it. I imagined angels chorusing when
I arrived.
Anyway, after we cleared up that Hornsby-not-horny
misunderstanding, Elizabeth explained that despite having lived in
Bankstown my whole life, I didn’t look like I was from ‘round here
because I didn’t really dress like a “ganga”. It was actually the first
time in twenty years that I’d ever heard the word “ganga”, so I got her
to explain it to me.
‘You know those girls with the GHD straightened hair, acrylic nails,
fake eyelashes and tight workout pants that show off their buns of
steel?’
I sigh and I think about all the mesmerising “buns of steel” that
I’ve seen swaying out of the Fitness First on Chapel St. My Facebook
feed is also regularly clogged with memes urging girls to squat and lift
every day. The only things I’m lifting are hundred page case notes and
hypothetical situations. I either need to make more time to get buns of
steel or I need to go on a defriending spree. Bit of both perhaps.
‘Ohhh… Yeah, I’ve seen the type of girls that you’re talking about.
I mean, you don’t dress like that and you’re from Bankstown.’
It’s Elizabeth’s turn to shrug. She’s dressed in a pencil skirt and
blazer from Cue. Her thick wiry brown locks are bleached blonde and
tightened into a bun. She’s already managed to nab a clerkship at one
of the top tier firms in Martin Place. She sips on her coffee, her mind
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ticking in six minute billable intervals. She wants money because she’ll
know what to do with it. First thing she’s gonna buy is a house for her
parents. Second thing is a car that doesn’t make a sound like it’s dry
heaving.
Five more minutes ’til the Lidcombe to City service.
‘Ew.’ Elizabeth wrinkles her nose. It was more of a deflated ew
than a hysterical one.
‘Hm?’
She points at something off the platform, near the steel train
tracks where sprigs of lilac plug flowers spurt from the soil. A skinny
stray ginger cat lurks among the petals, its bony ass waving in the air.
I squint at where the cat is staring. I could just make out a palm sized
tuft of brown fur scurrying away.
‘My brother has a pet rat.’ More nose wrinkling. I notice that
Elizabeth doesn’t have any freckles on her ivory complexion. The first
day we met, she’d already sussed out what type of Asian I am but then
I couldn’t suss out what type of non-Asian that she is. She smiles like
Mona Lisa.
‘Don’t you mean a pet mouse?’
‘Mouse. Rat. What’s the difference? Four paws, a few whiskers
and a wormy tail. Same shit, different smell. Don’t ya reckon?’
‘Well that one over there might be a mouse. It’s a tiny thing!’
‘Yeah, okay, whatever.’ She shudders, ‘Blergh. This station always
has rats running around everywhere.’
‘I see just as many rats out at Town Hall Station every time I’m out
there. They’re bigger, as big as my face even. You just don’t see them
because they’re the same colour as the soot covering the tracks.’
‘I guess I don’t see them because I don’t expect to.’ She gulps
down the rest of her coffee and crushes the styrofoam cup in one
clench of her fist.
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A HIJABI AT BLACKTOWN STATION
Maryam Azam
When the hobbling bogan at the train station
told me to go and hide behind my scarf
I felt manic laughter bubble in my throat.
If he hadn’t been spitting and swearing
when he’d said it, I might have told him
that wearing a scarf is like being a gladiator
marching into an arena and pulling
the gaze of a hundred thousand eyes.
If he still didn’t get it (screwed mind)
I would have declared that it is like parading
naked in public except these days the absurd
circus novelty of covering is so much more
outrageous. Hide? Hah!
I wear my inside on the outside:
the fabric folded, pinned
and drawn loosely across.
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THE GRIND
Lara Taylor
The sound of the coffee machine,
whooossshhhh... as Terry takes a
break to pull his pants up. And
Maria plays with her pepper grinder…
enjoying the grind quite much,
methinks, and Katina shares a lovely
smile on this particular Monday
morning.
As the beans they skip
and the beans they hop
there is warmth here...
The Mamma Barone man with the
Russell top pops in for a chat
and the Commbank girl stands up
against the wall, blissfully
unselfconscious in her moment
as human beings read and chat
and chat and read and drink and eat
and just be who they are in their
space
As tigers float on misty seas and
powdered noses have a fart and tears
slip from wanton eyes and nothing
makes sense in this moment. Which
defies logic as apple trees shed their
beautiful fruit which is always in the
supermarket so we really don’t
appreciate its beauty.
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and tiny white mice come into your
house just to say hello but you shoe them
away or put a trap down
So, where then, is Joy?

THREE SISTERS
Adam Marsden

Family and nature – a common theme in backyards everywhere.
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THE RAIN
Peter Cartwright
My son's cleaning up his room
and I'm not really glad.
He's cleaning up his room
and it's raining clothes and crockery.
The washer's running amok, the dishwasher too.
I'm cleaning up the refuse.
I cannot stand the state of the hall
so it's music and coffee for me.
I get an ugly grunt when I say,
"You run the damned machines."
So I put it in and push the buttons
and deliver the broom to him.
My son’s stopped cleaning up his room.
It's not clean but at least the rain has stopped.
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BLUE INK
Fayroze Lutta
I had taken him to one of my secret places. I walked the few wide
steps down to the welcoming water and took off my leather white
sandalled heels. I dipped my feet into the dark blue harbour, the water
warm and cool in the night air. I gestured for him to do the same; he
was reluctant as he had laces to untie. I told him to sit on the top step
and I sat one step down placing my heels on the step below me. He
played an Arabic song by a woman named Narwhal, telling me it was a
sad love song. He sang the first line in Arabic before she began.
We spoke of Arabic words. I was trying to pronounce his Middle
Eastern sounds with my lyrical French ear. Words summoned by
breath and the placement of my tongue in ways unfamiliar to me. He
would repeat the word several times. I looked up at him, focusing in
on his mouth, studying his lips, the position of his tongue, and the
movement of his mouth drawing breath to emit a word.
I felt his lips grow shy with my gaze upon him, a slight smile of
awkwardness and a light crushing laugh. The ends of words almost
silent to me, pronounced and produced with a breath. The music
played on, the sounds of the oud, the Lebanese woman singing. I
turned my face away from him in profile, tilting upwards, to look at
the Harbour Bridge and the Opera House beyond. The sky lit up by
these two profound monuments, then across to Luna Park shining like
a diamond in the night.
The water rippled towards the small jetty, as though it was ink,
spilling towards us – the wash and fall of what I imagined was the inky
blues. That dark cobalt blue ink that rose from the mixture of ancient
wine and iron salt over a fire to make the final bluish-black wash. The
black India ink rising from the lamp shade black of the skyline and that
diamond winked out of the darkness with the effigy of Old King Cole’s
face, his ghostly mouth broad and wide smiling at us across the water.
The sky raised above it turning into the inky blacks, the rise and fall of
the water’s edge splashing like champagne then drawing back, slinking
away, withdrawing and sinking into the night.
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My eyes fixed on the scene. My face in profile towards him I felt
his eyes upon me. My mother would have caught his gaze and fixed
her eyes upon him, piercing the moment. I felt shy and timid in such a
candid moment, I then felt myself a woman the gaze I long for from a
man. I lowered my eyes and passed my fingers across my soft mouth
to awaken a feeling I keep hidden, my lips blossoming, making the
moment linger. Slowly I turned to face him, the moon behind him
playing witness to the scene. Charmed by his big eyes, his slim soft
lines and the way he crosses his legs. He is delicate like picking saffron
from the mauve coloured plant yet I am simmering with a slow colour
that permeates from the stem of the crocus flower. Or is it rose-water
with slivers of almonds, crushed pistachio and amber glass caramel. Is
it a metal oil burner swinging or musk incense, powdered with jasmine
petals splayed with dates and oranges peppered with cloves?
I revealed one of the few charms of this city to this young man
and as we made our way back under the bridge, the train rattled
above reassuringly. The views of the night making me feel him far from
home, far from Riyadh in the warm air of a summer’s night in Sydney.
Of the inky blues fading into the inky blacks, the gentle stroke of the
water’s edge caressing the jetty in the midnight hour. The night lit up,
illuminated by the sails of the Opera House and the sturdy dark iron
bridge, tinted pastel, the romantic tones and hues of love. We parted
at the railway station. I farewelled him, kissing him twice, once on
each side of his face.
I am charmed.
A moment later turning to see him, he had disappeared into the
street, into the night. He is my June, my Arab June, my Bedouin June,
my muse never to be Henry. I decided to never see him alone again. I
am ten years his senior and I do not wish to deflower him in the many
Western ways I know how. I want to enclose him in his innocence,
preserving him, prolonging his youthful charm. He has given me back
my tenderness, my gentle swerve. How a new soul can remake an
older soul and now knowing that there are many types of love. I am
certain of this now.
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TRYING TO DESCRIBE YOU
L.E. Armbruster
You are like the park at the end of my street in the afternoon around
april when lots of dogs are about leashed to owners and the wind has
begun to chill and the leaves evergreen eucalyptus dry and olivecoloured have mounted in big neat piles and there are tyre marks in
the mud where it has dried after chinese new year in the temple at the
high end of the park soon to be cleaned off by council and the autumn
sun in the sky is basking in its last moments of daylight savings and it
glows steadily like those lamps they use to keep baby chickens alive
and it winks and wanes with the wind keeping the leaves aloft before
the real winter chill hits and my pink velour tracksuit pants are clinging
to my legs warming and cooling and cooling and warming as I jog and
as a sheath of fine sweat settles in the small of my back that part
where my pants meet my top and a line of my skin peeks through like
a letterbox and my ponytail dances and swishes about my head as my
i-pod sings in my ears and i listen to pink sing songs about leaving and
staying and my feet thump the pavement in sync and my heart pounds
and pulses with the melody and i take in big swallows of air as though i
am drowning and the cold blue falling night starts to sting my sinuses
and i realise i have to slow down my pace as the chanting in my chest
is louder and harder and my muscles are on fire and are tiring so i do
and i walk for a while with my hands on my hips and i pass a small
white spoodle who sniffs my shoes and passes me by tethered to an
tidy italian man with one of those caps that calabrese men wear and
he smiles at me and nods slightly and i smile back and take in the air
through my nose, sucking back like a junkie on speed and i pop the lid
of my bottle of pump and i suck back a huge swig and slow to a
saunter to see the sky as it leaves me retreats for the day and I can’t
stop or go and I can’t think of anything else I could ever need.
That’s what You are like to me.
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WHAT’S NEW IN WRITING - SEIZURE
We asked Editor in Chief, Alice Grundy, for the Seizure story…
Seizure is a launchpad for Australian
writing. Founded in late 2010 Siezure
has produced six print magazines, five
novellas, a collection of short stories and
a flagship website. From an original
team of two – co-founders Alice Grundy
and David Henley – Seizure has grown
into a hub for professional development
and creative engagement and has a
roster of editors, designers, illustrators and a bustling stable of writers
ranging in experience from emerging to established. Aside from our
publishing program we also run work-shops, masterclasses and events.
Most recently the City of Sydney engaged us to produce a program of
events in September and October at Haymarket Library.
2014 has been our most productive year to date. Our Viva La
Novella competition included the mentoring of four editors as they
selected, edited and project managed a book each with the winners
announced at the Emerging Writers’ Festival in Melbourne. These four
novellas have been very well received with glowing reviews in the Age,
Sydney Morning Herald, local papers and on blogs.
We shifted from a biannual magazine to a web flagship in January
this year – the site redesign the product of a successful crowdfunding
campaign. On the website we publish flash fiction, poetry, short
stories and essays with new work going live every weekday. One of our
new projects this year has been AltTxt – encouraging writers to
consider and exploit technology in their writing.
In August 2014 we published an anthology Stories of Sydney in
collaboration with SWEATSHOP, the Western Sydney Literacy
movement. Instead of placing all the focus on inner Sydney, we flipped
the dynamics so ten stories come from Western Sydney writers and
five from inners. We continue to infiltrate, experiment and expand.
For more information visit www.seizureonline.com
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WRITING NEWS… from Giramondo
This new work of fiction by
one of Australia’s most highly
regarded authors focuses on
the importance of trust, and
the possibility of betrayal,
in storytelling as in life.
It tests the relationship
established between author
and reader, and on occasions
of intimacy, between child
and parent, boyfriend and
girlfriend, husband and wife
$26.95
www.giramondopublishing.com

NEW Writers’ Group is proud to offer as additional prizes, other
Giramondo titles by Western Sydney authors:

Luke Carman’s An Elegant Young Man
Michael Mohammed Ahmad’s The Tribe
Luke Carman is a previous ZW winner and Michael Mohammed
Ahmad is our 2014 print zine judge of poetry and prose.
Available at bookstores or Giramondo’s website: $19.95
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ZINEWEST NEWS
How far West can a Western
Sydney writer go….
Ruth Wyer won ZineWest 2012 –
her first attempt at a writing
competition – and subsequently
won the 2013 Margaret River
Short Story Award. She is
published in the anthology
The Trouble With Flying, the title
of Ruth’s winning story.
$24.00
www.margaretriverpress.com

ART in ZineWest: We’ve given images more space this year plus
several inside colour pages. This has been possible through a
Small Grant from Parramatta City Council which is also
supporting ZineWest WORD which follows the zine launch.

Award Winning Australian Writing

Yasmin Tambiah’s A Shore Distant
which won ZW13 was selected for
the 2014 edition of AWAW.
$29.95
www.melbournebooks.com.au
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ZINEWEST 2014 WRITERS and ARTISTS Brief Biographies
L.E. Armbruster: Teaches high school in Liverpool. Completing an MA in
Writing. Divides her time between writing, teaching and adoring her pug.
Maryam Azam: High school maths and English teacher and writer. Blogs at
maryamtayyaba.wordpress.com
Paul Azize: Local artist trying to expand his photo portfolio.
Esther Bartulovich: Western Sydney writer.
Joel Beerden: Currently practicing in Western Sydney. Paintings centre
around colour, landscape, light and abstraction joelbeerden.com
Clare Bell: Educated by correspondence in the 1940’s. Loves writing.
Anne Benjamin: Enjoys the fellowship of the Sydney-based “Huddle” tanka
poets. Regularly writes in collaboration with other poets.
Linda Brescia: Current resident at Parramatta Artists Studios. Works with
painting, printmaking, photography and performance lindabrescia.com
C.A. Broadribb: Writer, former computer programmer spiky_one.tripod.com
Louise Carter: Doctoral candidate UWS. Favourite poet is Luke Davies
alonewith beauty.com
Peter Cartwright: Lives in Parramatta. Fascinated by people, the idioms and
interactions. Likes to find meaning and beauty in the apparently mundane.
Sue Chamoun: Western Sydney chef, writer and photographer.
Suemi Chiba: Writes short stories and is working on her first novel.
Neil Collis: Continues to live in St. Marys.
Lindy Courtney: Working on her second novel while contemplating what to
do with her first. Writes on the commute from the Blue Mountains to Sydney.
Ivana Dragicevic: Moved to Australia from the former Yugoslavia at 9 years of
age. Currently studying and travelling around Europe!
steve duffy: Father, son, husband, brother, sports and music fan, reader, has
his coffee white with two www.steveduffy.info
Ysolda Eckhardt: Mad translator, who would like to write more often!
Robert Frost: Self-taught artist living in Harris Park.
Laurie Garcia: Self taught, forty years taking pictures, film and digital. Several
exhibitions and images published diversely, around the world.
Jason Gray: Writes fiction, non-fiction and comedy - Seizure, Short and
Twisted – and teaches creative writing, particularly for beginners.
J. Hemsley: Western Sydney creative.
Marilyn Humbert: Enjoys writing poetry, free verse, tanka and haiku. Some
have been published in Australia, overseas and on-line.
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Mark William Jackson: His work has appeared in various print and on-line
journals markwmjackson.com
Marius Jastkowiak: Artist living and practicing in the western suburbs.
Owen Kirkby: Writer interested in the way social issues are aestheticised into
personal politics, and vice versa. He hopes to write a novel next year.
Leila Koparan: Western Sydney creative.
Melda Koparan: Recently published in Stone Path Review. Nominated by
Stepping Stones for the Pushcart Prize meldakoparanmusings.com
Shirley Le: 22 year old student living out west. More a reader than a writer.
Artelle Lenthall: Wife, mother and primary school teacher. Loves to write for
children especially picture book texts.
Louise Loomes: Blue Mountains writer.
Fayroze Lutta: Uses a 1937 French typeset typewriter. Letters, aerogrammes
and postcards. aerogrammesfromtheheart.wordpress.com
Adam Marsden: Writes poems, songs, short stories and novels. He has now
demonstrated his attention to Western Sydney detail through photography.
Bradley Mercieca: Immature brat who puts writing before most things in life.
Food and oxygen are his main exceptions.
Abdullah Noman: Part-time writer, poet and spoken word artist.
Naomi Oliver: Video, sound and performance artist who investigates motifs
of psychology, body and environment naomioliver.org
Stephen Pham: Writer from Cabramatta who is a member of the Sweatshop
Collective stephentpham.wordpress.com
Arna Radovich: Blue Mountains teacher and writer www. arnaradovich.com.au
J. Anne deStaic: Paediatrician who lives along the Georges River with her two
dogs. Most recent publication in Australian Love Stories.
Carmel Summers: Poet and writer recently returned from writing in France
and working on a young adult verse novel.
Morag Sutton: Writes about her own and other people’s experiences; also
fiction and drama. Helps migrants learn English.
Lara Taylor: Writer, mother, poet, traveller-when-I-can person. Loves
blogging and the occasional poem when it comes. larajtaylor.blogspot.com.au
David Toohey: Retired Hospital Social Worker in his sixties, living at Penrith.
Jodie Whalen: Western Sydney based artist. Shows include Work Out at the
MCA. Current resident at Parramatta Artists Studios.
Ruth Wyer: Western Sydney Writer, especially short stories.
Louise Zhang: Western Sydney writer.
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SOME GROUPS for WESTERN SYDNEY WRITERS

Details can change. Check websites and contacts for current information.

_____________________________________________________________________________
Auburn Poets and Writers: 3rd Wednesday, 6.30-9.30 pm
ACDN, Auburn Central, Shop P7B, Cnr Park/Queen
manager@acdn.org.au or Ph: 9649 5559

Eastwood/Hills FAW: 1st Saturday, 1.30 pm
Senior Citizens’ Room, Cnr. Farnell/North Rocks Roads, North
Rocks hillsfaw.webs.com
Infinitas Writers’ (science fiction, fantasy, horror) details at:
www.infinitaswriters.com
NSW Writers Centre Grounds of Rozelle Hospital
Garry Owen House, Callan Park, Balmain Rd, Rozelle. Home to
many groups. Note Centre’s on-line Search Map for NSW groups.
For free information on competitions, workshops, festivals, sign up
for the NSW Writers Centre e-letter at www.nswwc.org.au
NEW Writers’ Group inc 2nd & 4th Saturdays, 3:00-5:00 pm
Mars Hill Café (upstairs) 331 Church St., Parramatta
nwg-inc.com newwritersgroup@gmail.com
Parramatta FAW: 2nd Saturday, 12.30 pm
Top Floor, Parramatta Library, Civic Place, Parramatta
Lyn Leerson: lynlew@optusnet.com.au Ph: 9639 8394
Poetry Alive: Thursdays, 11:00 am–1:00 pm Liverpool Library,
170 George St Liverpool. Easy access, small group,
ken.setter@yahoo.com Ph: 9720 8247
St Marys Community Creative Writing: Last Friday, 12:30-3:00
pm, St Marys Community Centre, Great Western H’way/Mamre
Communityworker@smacd.org.au Ph: 9673 2169
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Sweatshop Western Sydney Literacy Movement:
The Sweatshop Writers meet fortnightly at the UWS Writing &
Society Research Centre, Bankstown. Western Sydney writers
welcome. Find out more sweatshop.ws | info@sweatshop.ws
Wollondilly FAW 2nd Sunday 1.30 pm
Tahmoor Community Centre, 6 Harper Close, Tahmoor
Enquiries: Olivia Mulligan Secretary, 0402 09 903
wollondillybranch.faw@gmail.com
MARS HILL CAFÉ Music
Check MHC’s on-line program to share and develop your music passion
331 Church St, Parramatta. www.marshillcafe.com.au

SONGWRITING SUNDAY LAST SUNDAY OF THE MONTH:
Songwriting Society of Australia (SSA) 2:00-4:00pm
Peter Scully pjscully@outlook.com│ 0402158944
Western Fringe Songwriters’ Network: 4.00-6.00 pm
www.stewartpeters.com │ stewart@soundshedmusic.com
Stewart Peters: Ph: 4787 7653 Also: Paragon Café,
65 Katoomba St, Katoomba 2nd Sat. 1:00-3.30 pm.
OTHER PLACES TO LOOK:
Fellowship of Australian Writers: for FAW groups in Greater
Western Sydney not specified above (including Liverpool, Bankstown,
Blue Mountains, Hawkesbury, Macarthur) see www.fawnsw.org.au
Your local library or council
www.meetup.com/cities/au/sydney
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